JUST SUPPOSE

Suppose today was not the Sixth Anniversary of the Student Peace Strike. Suppose it were just April 20, Hitler’s birthday. What would you be doing?

We’ll tell you what would be happening at CCNY.—There would be a Stop-Hitler rally in Lewishrn Stadium. CCNY would meet to hail Pres. Roosevelt’s calm and timely plea for world peace.

(1) You would elect and send a student down to Washington by plane—to commend the President on his peace plea, and to urge Congress to pass the Thomas Amendment.

(2) We would send Adolph Hitler a very special present—and bring it down to the German consulate in person.

(3) We would invite up the executive committee of the National Maritime Union, to hear what organized labor will do to stop Hitler and preserve peace.

(4) We would have a little Birthday Party for Hitler—with a bit of a skit and a few songs as highlights.

(5) We would collect for refugees from Spain, China and Central Europe.

(6) We would invite prominent outside speakers, such as FANNE HURST, the noted novelist.

This is April 20th. And because there is a war crisis in Europe today, there is just such a meeting. The fact that today is the date of the Annual Student Peace Strike gives April 20th added significance.

So, today CCNY meets and endorses President Roosevelt’s peace plan—a plan that punts aggression on the spot—that makes Hitler realize the strength of the peace-loving peoples of the world—a plan for conferences and co-operation—a plan against war.

TODAY IS HITLER’S BIRTHDAY

Give Adolph a warm reception!

DON'T FORGET—TODAY—LEWISOHN STADIUM—11 O’clock
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